
Happy Frequency Friday!
 
 

 Frequency Friday!
ELEVATE YOUR FREQUENCY!

Jill

Financial  Frequency Frequency 432
If you receive an IRS notice CP30A stating that
you have a refund, please note that the IRS
recalculated underpayment penalties for 2022
for residents of Florida due to Hurricane Ian as
we were declared a federal disaster area. So
the refund is yours to spend! 

For more information, visit:

https://www.irs.gov/individuals/understanding-
your-cp30a-notice

This past week, a friend of mine recommended
that I listen to podcasts/YouTube videos by
Abraham Hicks. I have been familiar with
Abraham Hicks but had not listened to her in
several years. I put her name in YouTube
search and the perfect message for what I
needed to hear that day popped up. I ended
up listening to her message 3 times on my
evening and morning walks in a 24 hour period. 

CLICK HERE to listen, learn & grow! 

April 18th: Personal & C Corporation Returns Due
We have filed protective extensions for all 
 clients in our system as a courtesy to avoid late
filing penalties.

Thank you for your patience and cooperation this
filing season! We have 

There are 11 days left (but who is counting) this
tax season, so don't delay - send your documents
today!

 

https://youtu.be/-t51lQ3DquA


 Client  Spotlight 

MEET THE OWNER: ARIELLE SANCHEZ

Florida Licensed Facial Specialist, Electrologist, and

Cosmetic Tattoo Artist

 

     Growing up in South Florida, I became a licensed

aesthetician, electrologist, laser specialist, and

cosmetic tattoo artist all before I turned nineteen! I

then continued my education to complete a Bachelors

of Science in Biology at Florida Atlantic University. I

am also a Board Certified Permanent Makeup Artist

through the American Academy of Micropigmentation! 

 

     I created The Aesthetic Artisan LLC to offer

personalized luxury treatments for lashes, brows, and

skin. When booking any and all procedures with me,

you can ensure you’re in great hands.

 

     I have 9+ years of aesthetics experience, 5+ years

of teaching experience in an accredited Laser and

Aesthetics school, and 3+ years of experience

teaching one-on-one classes to licensed professionals.

 

     I love making women and men feel their absolute

best and forming bonds with every client I meet. I put

all of my time and energy into every custom service to

ensure you are extremely happy with the results. From

makeup and skin to lashes and brows, you’re in great

hands. Look and feel your best after every single

luxury treatment. 

The Micro-Bladed Brow

The Ombre Powder Brow

The Combination Brow

The Saline Tattoo Removal

The Lip Blush

Services Include:

 

www.theaestheticartisan.com

http://www.theaestheticartisan.com/


 
ROOT CHAKRA
WORKSHOP WITH
JENNIFER BASING
AND STEVEN
GARRITY

Reserve your space at Kula
Yoga Shala in Jupiter

https://www.kulayogashala.co
m/shcedule

The root chakra is located at the base of our
spine associated with the regulation of energy
connected with instinct, survival and safety. This
primal chakra is often the most blocked and
constricted energy fields in our bodies. Upon
examination we may find ourselves struggling
with our self-esteem and a general sense of lack
in all things including safety, trust, control,
money and a sense of belonging. Deficiencies and
blockages of the root chakra may lead to
feelings of anxiety, panic and even fear that can
disrupt the flow of life. 
Join us for a journey through these layers to the
very center of your ‘home’ in the root chakra.
Experience meeting yourself, your whole self,
with love and compassion. By doing so, you can
begin to find a stable source of safety and
security within your own body leading to
groundeness, patience, and trust. Connect to
your authenticity and the inherent wholeness
that is waiting to be seen, felt, expressed, and
shared.

 
This will be a multilayered experience
opening with meditation and mantra,
continuing with Organic Vinyasa, Yin

accompanied by sound bath, and closing
with yoga nidra and an opportunity to
share your experience with others. 

SUNDAY
APRIL 16TH

 
1-4:30

 
REFRESHMENTS

AVAILABLE
 

INVESTMENT $88
 

IG: @KULAYOGASHALA

https://www.kulayogashala.com/shceldule
https://www.kulayogashala.com/shceldule


WITH ASTROLOGER & NUMBEROLOGIST HATTIE PARKER, MS,ED
 

A CRYPTO PRIMER: EARTHBOUND AND CELESTIAL NEWS AND VIEWS

Pluto, Fate, and the 2023 Financial Outlook
The Cosmic Perspective: Long Term

 
As we move into the second quarter of 2023, there is a planetary alignment that is having a

challenging impact on careers and businesses. Pluto, the planet associated with power,
transformation, and upheaval, in late March left Capricorn and entered the early degrees the
zodiac sign of Aquarius. On June 11 it will move from Aquarius and back into Capricorn until
early 2024 and then repeat this pattern in 2024 and moving forward from 2025 onward it

will remain in Aquarius for the next 18 years. Aquarius is related to inventions and
revolutions. We can expect that in the coming twenty-year period in human history there

will be significant game changes both collectively and individually.

 

The Comic Perspective for 2023
For the next two and a half months (thus, the bulk of 2nd quarter) Pluto will be in Aquarius

and then it will return to Capricorn until early 2024 (thus, encompassing the 3rd and 4th
Quarter).  During this time Pluto will be engaged in a challenging energetic dance with the

Nodes of the Moon. The Nodes in astrology relate to fate. So then, the next obvious question
becomes: What does this mean for us as individuals? 

 
Let us start by defining the energies of the signs that are involved: Pluto will be in Aquarius
and Capricorn. Aquarius is about inventions, revolutions, and freedom of thought. Capricorn

is about order, big business and government and tradition (the opposite of freedom of
thought). Though very different in intent, both of these signs have in common that they tend

to be cold and matter of fact about the need to do what is needed to make “things” work.
The Nodes will be in Taurus and Scorpio. Taurus is the sign of the stubborn bull and Scorpio
is the sign of the feisty scorpion.  The planet, Pluto, and the astrological points (the Nodes)
are going to be in kickass mode. Thus, as a word to the wise, I recommend you anticipate
we are headed for a season when, if you are to flourish, you most likely will be faced with

making forced changes and will probably be required to make some seriously tough choices. 



From our current vantage point there is a bright spot in all this about which to take note. As

highlighted Aquarius is about freedom to thought. You can use the next three months, while

Pluto is in Aquarius, to engage in personal growth, brainstorming, mind mapping, vision

boarding and being creative in your thinking about your personal and professional lives.    

The Nodes are two points that are opposite each other. They represent our collective destiny

(AKA as fate). When Pluto, the planet of transformation, “squares” the Nodes (90 degrees in

between them) it means Pluto, the planet of power is caught like a pickle in the middle. A square

aspect is a challenging aspect. Money and the economy are power related issues. Among the

issues bank failures and concerns about the debt ceiling controversy are causing tensions

concerning money and the economy. This planetary square, in addition to causing stress, can

also motivate action for making constructive changes.

 

In Conclusion: A Creative Imagination Exercise

Think of this 2023 2nd Quarter with Pluto in Aquarius as a movie preview for the coming years

of change. Close your eyes. Imagine a big screen in front of you. Invite your imagination to

show you foresight into the future. Take note of what you see.

 

 

 

 

 

 

(We sincerely invite you to share your visions so we can share them to support and help

everyone in this community.)

Looking Ahead: Financial Frequency Sponsored Action Steps for Positive Change

Jill DiSalvo, (Business Consultant) Nanette Saylor (Life Coach Consultant) and I (Hattie Parker,

Cosmic Coach Consultant) have been inspired to be creating programs and services to support

the readership of this newsletter to embrace and take steps for making personal meaningful life

changes. The rigors, demands and practicalities of tax season have necessitated preempting

our inspirational aspirations. Once tax season is over we have 5 weeks whereby Pluto will still

be in Aquarius.  We look forward to sharing our ideas for supporting you in gong with the flow

during our coming revolutionary years.



Nanette Saylor
Creativity Curator + Possibility Partner
WiseWellWomen.com

#wisewellwomen are #consciouscreators who #createplaylive!
Listen to our Podcast - Create.Play.Live.
Join us on Facebook at The Conscious Creators Cafe' 

Ready to create more freedom, fulfillment + fun in everyday life?
 

You have the power to create your dream life – the one where you make the
rules and do the things you want.  You feel purposeful, and even a bit playful.

 
Your long list of ‘shoulds’, and the stress and struggle, has been replaced by

your wish list, and you activate it every day.
 

If you’re feeling called to more and don’t know how or where to start, our
Creative Living Starter Guide is the perfect first step! You’ll learn how to:

 
Use your natural curiosity to get unstuck

Gain confidence and courage to explore new possibilities
Dare to dream big, big dreams and take inspired action

Activate your unique creative potential
Give yourself permission to play!

 
It’s a life-changer and it’s completely free — my gift to you so you prepare for

the upcoming visioning window that Hattie has shared is coming in near the end
of the month!   Here's the link: https://wise-well-women-inc.ck.page/29bcffdab8

 

https://wise-well-women-inc.ck.page/29bcffdab8

